The variation of 2D fundamental frequency of stand-alone structure on rock (F
) with the polarization of the incident S-wave is presented. This paper also presents the role of city density and polarization of the exciting S-wave in the site-city interaction effects on the response of structures in a city as well as free-field motion. The seismic responses of the various considered basin and site-city models are computed using SH-wave and P-SV-wave finite-difference programs. A considerable decrease in the value of F S 02D of stand-alone structure on rock is obtained with the increase in shape ratio for the SV-wave but not for the SH-wave, as compared to the 1D fundamental frequency of structure ( F
S 01D
). However, a considerable decrease in the value of F BS 02D of a stand-alone structure in basin under double resonance condition is obtained for the SH-wave and not for the SV-wave. The spectral amplification factor at the top of a structure at F
BS 02D
of structure is larger for the SV-wave as compared to the SH-wave. A splitting of the bandwidth of the fundamental mode of vibration of structure and very large reduction in spectral amplification factor at F
of structure is obtained due to the site-city interaction effects under double resonance condition for both the S-wave polarizations. Further, an increase in these inferred effects with an increase in city density and number of structures in a city with a constant city density is obtained. This finding raises the question concerning the validity of ground-motion prediction using soil-structure interaction for the design of structures in an urban environment. Further, the decrease in spectral amplification factor at F
Introduction
The explanation of behaviour of buildings during an earthquake is a great challenge for researchers because of the complex soil-structure interaction phenomenon. The past studies have revealed that the kinematic soil-structure interaction largely affects the seismic response of structures (Housner 1954; Wong and Trifunac 1975) . On the other hand, during earthquake, the wave field generation by building vibration in the underlying sediment is due to the inertial structure-soil interaction phenomenon . The mass and stiffness play an important role in the dynamic response of a building, and it also modifies the nearby site response around structure (Cornou, et al. 2004; Gallipoli et al. 2004 ). The Millikan Library Building test at California Institute of Technology by Jennings (1970) , the analysis of records caused by vibration in the highrise buildings in Los Angles in response to shock wave of Columbia space shuttle on its return (Kanamori et al. 1991) , Volvi experiment (Gueguen and Bard 2005) and analysis of records of Lamont network during the terrorist attack on World Trade Centre by Kim et al. (2001) are the examples of studies associated with effects of inertial structure-soil interaction on the structure and seismic ground motion (Stewart et al. 1999; Guéguen et al. 2002; Gueguen 2008; Chandra and Guéguen 2017) .
The site-city interaction on a global scale affects both the seismic response of structures of the city as well as free-field ground motion within and outside the city (Wirgin 1995; Wirgin and Bard 1996; Gueguen et al. 2000; Kham et al. 2006; Sahar et al. 2015; Kumar and Narayan 2018) . Most of the past theoretical studies on the site-city interaction effects were carried out under double resonance condition, where resonance frequency of the structure matches with that of the 1D basin (Chavez-Garcia and Cardenas-Soto 2002; Gueguen 2008; Semblat et al. 2008) . The extensive literature review on the site-city interaction effects reflects that the 2D or 3D resonance frequency of the building block models (generally used in place of real structure) is neglected. The 2D fundamental resonance frequency of a structure may differ with the 1D fundamental frequency of the same structure predicted using certain empirical relationship. For example, Kham et al. (2006) studied site-city interaction effects by exciting regular and irregular cities with SH-wave in a basin, whose nature was 1D. Similarly, Semblat et al. (2008) simulated the SH-wave responses of regular, irregular and realistic cities situated in the Nice basin, whose nature is again 1D.
Similarly, nobody has paid attention whether resonance frequency of the building block model depends on the polarization of the incident S-wave. However, there are few studies on the prediction of 2D fundamental frequency of basin and its dependency on the polarization of the incident S-wave, shape of basin and shape ratio of basin, particularly in case of large shape ratio (Roten et al. 2006; Meza-Fajardo et al. 2016; Zhu and Thambiratnam 2016) . The shape ratio of basin in this paper is defined as D/W, where 'D' is the depth of basin and 'W' is the half-width of basin. Bard and Bouchon (1985) have given empirical relations to predict the 2D fundamental resonance frequency of the basin ( F B 02D
) as well as have reported that F B 02D of a basin is larger than the lowest 1D resonance frequency of the same basin ( F B 01D
), and the difference between the 1D and 2D fundamental frequencies increases with the increase in shape ratio of basin. Paolucci (1999) have simulated the responses of various 2D and 3D basins and have given empirical relations to predict the fundamental frequency of elliptical-shaped closed basins. They have also reported a considerable difference between the 2D fundamental frequency of a basin for the SH-wave and the SV-wave.
The day-by-day increase in population of most of the Indian cities mainly due to migration, high birth rate and economical factors is pressurizing the builders to construct structures even at the vulnerable sites like near the river beds, sediment-filled lakes and ponds, etc. Most of the earthquake engineers are using 1D fundamental frequency of sediment deposit in basin in designing earthquake-resistant structures. In order to fulfil the abovementioned research gaps and social unawareness, the research work carried out for this paper is divided into three subsections. The first subsection of this paper presents the variation of 2D fundamental frequency of structure and basin with shape ratio (H/W) and the polarization of the exciting incident S-wave. The effects of 1D fundamental frequency of basin on the fundamental frequency of the structure as well as its response is documented in the second subsection. In the third subsection, the effects of site-city interaction on the variation of 2D fundamental frequency of structure and corresponding spectral amplification factor as well as free-field motion due to change of polarization of the incident S-wave and the city density are given. The SH-wave and SV-wave responses of the various considered basins, structures and site-city models are simulated using recently developed fourthorder viscoelastic staggered-grid finite-difference SH-wave (Narayan and Kumar 2013 ) and P-SV-wave (Narayan and Kumar 2014) programs.
Salient features of used FD algorithms
A frequency-dependent damping in the time-domain simulations of responses of basins, structures and site-city models is essential for accurate prediction of fundamental frequency of 2D basin and structure, SAF and SCI effects on the characteristics of free-field ground motion (Narayan and Sahar 2014) . A fourth-order accurate SH-and P-SV-wave viscoelastic FD programs have been used for the simulation of responses of the considered various models Kumar 2013, 2014) . The frequency-dependent damping in the FD simulations is incorporated based on the GMB-EK rheological model (Emmerich and Korn 1987) . In the stress-strain relations, material-independent anelastic functions have been used since it is beneficial in case of material discontinuities in the model (Kristeck and Moczo 2003) . The details of computations of the unrelaxed moduli (M U ), anelastic coefficients (Y l ) and anelastic functions (χ l ) are given in Kumar 2013, 2014) . The effective values of the unrelaxed Lame's parameters and density at the desired locations in the staggered grid are obtained using the harmonic and arithmetic means, respectively (Moczo et al. 2002) . Free-surface boundary condition is applied using the improved vacuum formulation (Zeng et al. 2012) . The sponge-absorbing boundary condition is implemented on the model edges to avoid the edge reflections (Israeli and Orszag 1981) .
Fundamental frequency of 2D structures and basins

Parameters of basins and building block models
In order to predict the two-dimensional (2D) fundamental frequency of structure ( F S 02D
) , first, dependency of fundamental frequency of the 2D closed rectangular basins ( F B 02D ) on the shape ratio is studied in detail taking the same dimensions and parameters as that of the considered structures. The quantification of variation of fundamental frequency of structure and basin on the polarization of the exciting S-wave is an important study that needs special attention in earthquake engineering. The numerically computed F B 02D
of 2D rectangular basins are verified using the empirical relationships proposed by Bard and Bouchon (1985) for the SH-wave and SV-wave. This validation seems essential to built the confidence since there is no such relationship available to predict the 2D fundamental frequency of a structure for the SH-wave ( SHF S 02D
) and SV-wave ( SVF
S 02D
). The heights of the considered 10-and 20-storey structures are 30 m and 60 m, respectively. The structure is incorporated in the FD grid using a homogeneous building block model Sahar et al. 2015; Sahar and Narayan 2016) . Figure 1 of building block model is used to compute the effective S-wave velocity for the building block model. The effective shear wave velocity obtained as 120 m/s for the building block model is computed using a simple relation V s = 4HF 0 . The effective density of the building was obtained as 350 kg/m 3 using the length, height, thicknesses and densities of walls, slabs and beams (Sahar et al. 2015) and live load acting on the each floor of building.
The P-and S-wave velocities and the quality factors at a reference frequency (F R = 1.0 Hz), densities and unrelaxed moduli for the building block model and rock are given in Table 1 . The relaxation frequencies used were 0.02 Hz, 0.2 Hz, 2.0 Hz and 20 Hz. The details of computation of unrelaxed moduli and anelastic coefficients for the SH-and P-SV-waves simulation are given in Kumar (2013, 2014) . The numerical model is discretized with the grid size of 3.0 m in the horizontal direction and 3.0 m in the vertical direction up to a depth of 165 m and 10 m thereafter. Further, the time step is taken as 0.0003 s to avoid the numerical instability of the explicit FD scheme. Absorbing boundaries are applied at the bottom and side edges to avoid the edge reflections. A plane , f p is predominant frequency, ϒ controls the oscillatory character, t s controls the duration of wavelet and ϕ is the phase shift. Figure 2 shows the generated Gabor wavelet for f p = 2, ϒ = 0.5, t s = 1.5 and ϕ = 0 and its spectra. The frequency bandwidth of the generated Gabor wavelet is 0-6.0 Hz.
Effects of polarization of S-wave on F B 02D
of basin
The responses of various rectangular basins with the same parameters and dimensions as that of the considered structures are computed to validate the computed F B 02D
of basin for the SH-wave and SV-wave. Eight basin models, namely BM1, BM2, BM3, BM4, BM5, BM6, BM7 and BM8, are considered to compute the effects of shape ratio (D/W) of basin on the 2D fundamental frequency of basin for the SH-wave SHF B 02D
and for the SV-wave ( SVF B 02D
) ( Table 2 ). The parameters like depth (D), width (2 W) and F
B 01D
of these models are also given in Table 2 . Bard and Bouchon (1985) have given empirical relations to determine the fundamental frequency of rectangular basin for the SH-wave and SV-wave, as given below.
where
is the 1D fundamental frequency, and 'h' and 'w' are, respectively, the depth and half-width of the rectangular basin. The order 'm' and 'n' represents the different modes of vertical and horizontal resonances, respectively. Bard and Bouchon (1985) also stated that the prediction of higher modes of vibrations of basin for the SV-wave is complicate for even a simple case of rectangular basin.
The SH-and SV-wave responses of all the BM1-BM8 basin models were computed at the centre of basins. A comparison of the SH-and SV-wave responses of the BM1-BM4 rectangular basin models is shown in Fig. 3 . The analysis of Fig. 3 depicts that there is considerable effects of basin shape ratio and the S-wave polarization on the basin response.
(1) Fig. 2 Gabor wavelet in time domain and its spectra ), computed 2D fundamental frequency of basin ( S B 02D
) and SAF at F B 02D
in case of various basin models excited by the SH-wave and the SV-wave as well as the S B 02D
of basin computed using the empirical relations given as Bard and Bouchon (1985) (denoted as BB85 in table) Basin models It is observed that as the width of basin increases the duration of ground motion increases in both the SH-wave and SV-wave responses. On an average, the largest amplitude in the respective basin is more in the SH-wave responses, but the duration and number of cycles are more in the SV-wave responses, although the SH-and SV-wave responses are exactly the same on the exposed rock (result not shown here). A comparison of spectral amplification factors (SAF) for the SH-and SV-waves at the centre of BM1-BM8 basin models is shown in Fig. 4a -h, respectively. The SAF is computed using the spectra of the SH-or SV-wave responses with and without basin in the model. The analytically obtained F
of BM1-BM8 basin models is also given in Table 2 . Further, the computed SAF at F B 01D is 6.15 for all the basin models using the relation
(where IC is impedance contrast and 'ε' is damping). Now, the analysis of Fig. 4 and Table 2 depicts that both the F B 02D
of basin and the corresponding SAF are increasing with the decrease in basin shape ratio in both the cases of SH-and SV-wave responses.
of basin is larger than the corresponding F B 01D
of basin in both the cases of SH-and SV-wave responses. of basin for a particular basin shape ratio. Similarly, the SAF at SVF B 02D
of basin is larger than that at SHF B 02D
of basin for the same shape ratio. In order to validate the accuracy of the numerically computed SHF B 02D
and SVF B 02D
as well as higher modes of vibrations of the considered basin models, a comparison of numerically computed different modes of vibrations of basins for the SH-waves with those computed using relationship proposed by Bard and Bouchon (1985) is given in Fig. 4 and Table 3 . The different modes of vibrations of basin for the SH-wave corresponding to the different modes of vibrations in the vertical (m) and horizontal (n) directions are presented using the notation F j (m, n) in Table 3 . In this notation, 'j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5…' represents the modes of vibration of the overall basin, as shown in Fig. 4 . For example, F 0 is the fundamental mode, F1 is the first mode and so on. It may be concluded that the frequencies corresponding to different modes of vibrations of the 2D rectangular basin depend on the shape ratio. The analysis of Tables 2 and 3 reveals that there is an excellent correlation (Table 3 ) Table 3 The predicted resonance modes of rectangular basins with different shape ratios for the SH-wave and the same predicted using empirical relation given by Bard and Bouchon (1985) Model Numerically predicted modes Modes using relation of Bard and Bouchon (1985) and SVF B 02D
of the basin with the same computed using the empirical relation given by Bard and Bouchon (1985) , even the used shape ratio of basins is too large as compared to that taken by Bard and Bouchon (1985) .
Effects of polarization of S-wave on F S 02D
of structure
The obtained excellent correlation between the numerically computed SHF B 02D
of basin and the same computed using the empirical relation given by Bard and Bouchon (1985) reflects that the used algorithm is efficient enough to predict the 2D fundamental frequency of basin or a building block model with a very large shape ratio. Further, the obtained difference between SHF B 02D
of the same basin develops a curiosity in mind whether 2D fundamental frequency of the structure ( F S 02D
) also depends on the polarization of the incident S-wave. So, to satisfy this curiosity, the effects of shape ratio (H/W, where H is the height of structure and W is the width of the structure) of the building block model on the SHF S 02D
and SVF
S 02D
have been studied and an empirical relation has been developed to predict SHF S 02D
for the building block models of any shape ratio and polarization of the incident S-wave. For this purpose, twelve rock-structure SM1, SM2, SM3, SM4, SM5, SM6, SM7, SM8, SM9, SM10, SM11 and SM12 models (standalone structure situated on the exposed rock) are considered to study the effects of shape ratio of structure on the SHF S 02D
and SVF S 02D
. The parameters like height, width and F
S 01D
of the SM1-SM12 building block models are given in Table 4 . The SH-wave and SV-wave responses of structures are commonly known as antiplane and inplane excitation of structures, respectively, in the field of structural dynamics. A comparison of the antiplane and inplane responses of the SM1-SM4 rock-structure models is shown in Fig. 5 . The analysis of Fig. 5 depicts that the antiplane responses are identical in the rock-structure models.
The maximum value of amplitude and duration in antiplane response for all the SM1-SM4 models is same. But, in the case of inplane responses of the structure-rock models, there are tremendous effects of shape ratio of structure on the response. An increase in amplitude of the incident SV-wave with a decrease in shape ratio can be inferred. Figure 6a -h shows the comparison of spectral amplifications of the SH-wave and SVwave at the top of SM1-SM8 rock-structure models, respectively, with respect to the exposed rock. The F S 02D of all the structures for the SH-and SV-waves and the corresponding SAF at these frequencies are also given in Table 4 . Analysis of Table 4 depicts that there is almost no effect of change of width of structure on the SH F S 02D
(0.97 Hz in case of 10-storey structure) and the corresponding SAF. The value of peak acceleration (17.5 mm/ s 2 ), peak velocity (1.69 mm/s), peak displacement (1.48 mm) and Fourier spectra (SH F S 02D
= 0.97 Hz, SAF = 13.1) for all the SM1-SM4 rock-structure models are same, which satisfies the C5, C6, C7 and C9 numbers of goodness-of-fit measurement of Anderson (2004) criteria to match the similarity of two time histories. In contrast to this, in case of inplane S-wave responses of these models, there is a drastic decrease in SV F
S 02D
of structure with the increase in shape ratio of structure. is also larger than that at SHF S 02D for a particular shape ratio of structure. This can be concluded that in the case of antiplane excitation of structure, SHF S 02D of structure and corresponding SAF are independent of width, and it depends only on the height of structure. In the case of 2D structure modelling, the third side (perpendicular the plane) is assumed to be infinite or very long with respect to other two sides. That's why (Table 4) in case of antiplane simulation, only shear force acts resulting in stiffness that is inversely proportional to the height of structure. Hence, fundamental frequency is inversely proportional to the height of structure. On the other hand, in the case of inplane excitation of structure, there will be rocking and translational motion. So, stiffness is directly proportional to the width of structure and inversely proportional to the height of the structure. Therefore, there is a tremendous decrease in SVF S 02D
of structure with the increase in shape ratio as compared to F S 01D of structure. To study the effects of change of height of structure, we have considered four more rock-structure models SM9, SM10, SM11 and SM12. The width is kept constant (33 m), and height is changed 15 m, 30 m, 45 m and 60 m for the SM9-SM12 models, respectively. The SM11 and SM12 models are also important, as in these models the height is greater than width (H > W), which are very common for intermediate-and high-rise buildings. But, in the case of basins, this scenario is very rare in nature, so it is not considered in this paper. The comparison of responses of the SM9-SM12 rock-structure models for (Table 4) antiplane and inplane excitations is shown in Fig. 7 . The analysis of this figure depicts that in both cases there is increase in duration and decrease in maximum amplitude as the shape ratio increases. Further, the duration of signal in the case of inplane is more than that in the antiplane. A comparison of spectral amplifications of SH-and SV-waves at the top of SM9-SM12 rock-structure models is shown in Fig. 8 . The SHF S 02D of structure matches with its F S 01D
, whereas in the case of SVF S 02D of structure, it is always less than F S 01D for all the considered cases. In order to predict the reduced SVF S 02D
of structure for the SV-wave 
)
The findings of subsections 2 and 3 revealed an increase and decrease in 2D fundamental frequencies of basin and structure, respectively, with an increase in respective shape ratio. Now, this scenario put up a question whether there may be an increase or a decrease in 2D fundamental frequency of the structure situated in a 1D basin, particularly in the case of SV-wave, where there is a considerable reduction in fundamental frequency of structure. Second question may also arise, what may happen if the structure is in resonance with the 1D basin (
). For this purpose, four basin-structure BD1, BD2, BD3 and BD4 models of varying basin depths are considered for the computation of SH-wave and SV-wave responses at the top of a single 10-storey structure (height 30 m and width 63 m) situated in basin. The parameters of sediment of basin and underlying rock are given in Table 1 . The dimension of structure is same in all the considered models, but the depth of basin has been taken 174 m, 108 m, 87 m and 60 m to vary F
B 01D
of the basin in BD1-BD4 models, respectively. The F
of the considered basins for the BD1-BD4 models is 0.5 Hz, 0.8 Hz, 1.0 Hz and 1.46 Hz, respectively (Table 5) . . An analysis of Fig. 10 and Table 5 depicts that the first spectral amplification peak (4) Fig. 9 Variation of ratio of 2D to 1D fundamental frequency of the stand-alone building block model on the rock for the SV-wave with the shape ratio ), 2D fundamental frequency of structure ( S S 02D
), 2D fundamental frequency of structure situated in basin ( F
BS 02D
) and SAF at
in case of various SSI models excited by the SH-wave and the SV-wave SSI models is equal to 1. The ASA values obtained at the top of structure in the BD1-BD4 basin-structure models corresponding to the SH-wave and SV-wave simulations are given in Table 5 .
SCI effects on F
BS
02D of structure and SAF
In this subsection, site-city interaction (SCI) effects on the responses of 10-storey structures (height 30 m and width 63 m) situated in a 1D basin are studied in detail. The variation of 2D fundamental frequency of structure situated in basin ( F BS 02D
) with city density, number of structures (constant city density), location of structure in the city and is quantified. The effects of SCI on the free-field motion when both the 1D basin and 2D structures are under double resonance condition are also quantified. In order to develop the double resonance scenario in the entire city, the F B 01D
of the 1D basin is taken as 0.97 Hz and 0.81 Hz for the SH-wave and SV-wave simulations, respectively, since the corresponding F S 02D of the 10-storey structure is 0.97 and 0.81. The detail of site-city model consisting of 13 structures, basin and bedrock along with the position of receivers with respect to distance from the centre of city is shown in Fig. 11 . The receiver kept at the top of seventh structure at the centre of city is denoted as 'C0', and receivers kept at the top of eighth to thirteenth structures towards right of the centre of city are denoted as R1-R6, respectively. Similarly, the receivers kept at the top of sixth to first structures towards left of the centre of city are denoted as L1-L6, respectively. The receiver kept at the free surface at a distance of 525 m towards the left and right of the city is denoted as 'LG' and 'RG', respectively.
SCI effects (constant city density)
The considered constant city density CD1S, CD5S, CD9S and CD13S models containing 1, 5, 9 and 13 structures, respectively, for the computation of the SH-and SV-wave responses are shown in Fig. 12a-d . The distance between two structures is taken as 12 m in the entire city to make sure that city density is constant. The parameters of the 1D basin for the simulation of SH-wave and SV-wave responses are given in Table 6 . The SH-wave and SV-wave responses of the considered site-city models were simulated at the top of the buildings as well as at a distance of 45 m from the respective city at the free surface to see the effects of city density on the free-field motion under double resonance condition. The response of structure of CD1S model is considered as a reference one for the quantification of SCI effects on the response of structure. Fig. 11 Site-city model consisting of 13-storey structures, basin and bedrock (note: C0, L6-L1 and R1-R6, denote the position of receivers with respect to the centre of the city and at the top of structure at the centre of city, at the top of first to sixth structures and at the top of eighth to thirteenth structures, respectively. The LG and RG are the location of receivers at the free surface towards left and right of the city at a distance of 45 m)
SH-wave response
A comparison of spectral amplifications of the SH-wave at the top of the structure situated at the centre (C0), receivers R2, R4 and R6 of the CD1S, CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models as well as at the free surface (RG) is shown in the left panel of Fig. 13a- . For example, the largest SAF is of the order of only 26.47, 32.18 and 30.66 in the CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, respectively, which are much lesser than that in the case of CD1S model (44.2). The obtained frequency corresponding to the first spectral amplification peak as 0.86 Hz, 0.84 Hz and 0.79 Hz and corresponding SAF as 22.64, 17.76 and 14.22 in the CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, respectively, reveals the reduction in value of both the frequency and the corresponding SAF with the increase in number of structures in the city. Further, the largest SAF may occur on first or second spectral ratio peak in the frequency bandwidth of SHF BS 02D
. Furthermore, in the central part of the city, there is a trough in the frequency bandwidth of SHF
BS 02D
and the SAF at the base of spectral ratio trough is 7.55, 4.28 and 6.40 in the CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, respectively. The obtained average spectral amplification (ASA) in the frequency bandwidth of fundamental mode as 6.49, 5.16, 5.37 and 5.42 corresponding to the CD1S, CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, respectively, reflects that there is a considerable decrease in ASA also due to the SCI effects. However, the inferred SCI effects on the reduction in SAF and the splitting of frequency bandwidth of first and higher modes are not so prominent.
The analysis of the left panel of Fig. 13b -d depicts the decrease in potential of SCI effects to reduce the SAF and split the frequency bandwidth of the fundamental mode with the increase in distance of a structure from the centre of the city. For example, the largest SAF in the frequency bandwidth of fundamental mode is 21.88, 20.49, 18.30, 25.12, 29.31 and 30.66 at the top of 2nd 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th structures, respectively, from Fig. 12 a-d The CD1S, CD5S, CD7S and CD13S site-city models with a constant city density (note: the position of receiver points at the top of structures and at the free surface is in accordance with as shown in Fig. 11 ) Table 6 The 1D fundamental frequency of basin ( F B 01D
), 2D fundamental frequency of structure ( S S 02D
) at rock, 2D fundamental frequency of structure at the centre of city, situated in basin ( F
) and largest SAF in the frequency bandwidth of the centre of the CD13S SCI model. The left panel of Fig. 13e depicts the comparison of spectral amplifications at the free surface at an offset of 45 m from the respective city. A minor decrease in SAF in bandwidth of fundamental mode but a minor increase in SAF in the bandwidth of higher modes of vibrations of basin can be inferred with an increase in number of structures in the city. However, the obtained ASA in the frequency bandwidth of fundamental mode as 1.82, 1.88, 1.87, 1.87 corresponding to CD1S, CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, respectively, reflects that there is a negligible increase in ASA with the increase in number of structures in the city. 
SV-wave response
A comparison of the spectral amplifications of the SV-wave at the top of the central structure of the CD1S, CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models is shown in the right panel of Fig. 13a . In the case of CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, a splitting of the spectral bandwidth of SVF BS 02D
of structure into two or three peaks can also be inferred, as was observed in the SH-wave responses. Further, there is a drastic reduction in SAF in the spectral bandwidth of SVF BS 02D
. For example, the largest SAF is of the order of only 32.05, 28.50 and 26.93 in the CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, respectively, which are much lesser than that in the CD1S model (69.3). The obtained frequency corresponding to the first spectral amplification peak as 0.71 Hz, 0.71 Hz and 0.68 Hz and SAF as 32.05, 28.50 and 25.45 in the CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, respectively, reveals the reduction in values of both the frequency and corresponding SAF with the increase in number of structures in the city. Further, the largest SAF may occur on first or second spectral ratio peak in the frequency bandwidth of SVF BS 02D
. Furthermore, in this case also, there is a trough in the frequency bandwidth of SVF BS 02D whose value is very clearly decreasing with the increase in number of structures in the city. The obtained ASA in the frequency bandwidth of SVF BS 02D as 6.32, 4.87, 4.60 and 4.77 corresponding to the CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models, respectively, reflects that there is a considerable decrease in ASA due to the increase in number of structures in the SCI models. Further, in the case of SV-wave, the obtained ASA in the frequency bandwidth of SVF BS 02D
is lesser as compared to that in case of SH-wave. The analysis of spectral amplifications of the horizontal component of the SV-wave at the top of the structures excluding the central one also depicts the decrease in potential of SCI effects to reduce the SAF and split the frequency bandwidth of the fundamental mode with the increase in distance of a structure from the centre of the city (right panels of Fig. 13b-d) . The right panel of Fig. 13e depicts the spectral amplification of SV-wave at the free surface at an offset of 45 m from the respective city. A minor increase in SAF in bandwidth of fundamental mode but a minor increase in SAF in the bandwidth of higher modes of vibrations of basin can be inferred with an increase in number of structures. The obtained ASA in the frequency bandwidth of fundamental mode as 1.79, 1.78, 1.80, 1.78 corresponding to CD1S, CD5S, CD9S and CD13S SCI models (Fig. 13e, right panel) , respectively, reflects that there is almost no effect of increase in number of structures in city on the free-field motion.
SCI effects (variable city density)
In order to study the effects of variable city density (VD) on the SH-and SV-wave response of structures and the free-field ground motion, the considered SCI models contain different numbers of structures in a fixed span of city (963 m) situated in a 1D basin. The number of 10-storey structures in the considered four SCI models, namely VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S, for the computation of SH-and SV-wave responses is 3, 5, 7 and 13, respectively, as shown in Fig. 14a-d . So, the city density for the VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S SCI models is 0.19, 0.32, 0.45 and 0.85, respectively. The left and right panels of Fig. 15a-d depict a comparison of SH-wave and SV-wave responses, respectively, at the top of a central structure of the VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S site-city models with the response of stand-alone structure in the same basin (CD1S model). Figure 15a clearly depicts the effect of surrounding structures on the response of the structure situated at the centre of VD3S SCI model. There is an increase in ground-motion level due to constructive interference of diffracted waves generated by surrounding structures in the SH-wave response but not in the SV-wave response. However, with an increase in city density, the complex interaction of the diffracted waves by the structures with the basin is causing less ground-motion level at the top of the central structure of the VD5S, VD9S and VD13S site-city models in both the SH-and SV-wave responses. The beating phenomenon can also be seen very clearly in the SV-wave responses of the VD5S, VD9S and VD13S and to some extent SH-wave response of the VD13S site-city model.
SH-wave response
A comparison of the spectral amplifications of the SH-wave at the top of the structures situated at the centre of the VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S SCI models is shown in the left panel of Fig. 16a . The analysis of Fig. 16a reveals an increase in potential of reducing the SAF and to split the spectral bandwidth of SHF BS 02D
of structure in city with the increase in city density. For example, the largest SAF at SHF BS 02D of central structure is 56.19, 42.94, 34.85 and 22.40 in the VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S SCI models, respectively (Table 7) . Furthermore, a trough is also occurring in the spectral amplification bandwidth of fundamental mode when the city density is high. The obtained ASA in the spectral bandwidth of fundamental mode as 7. 03, 6.66, 6.24 and 5.42 in the case of the VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S SCI models, respectively, reflects the decrease in ASA with the increase in city density. Almost, similar effects in the spectral amplification bandwidth of first and higher modes of SH-wave can also be inferred.
A comparison of the left panel of Fig. 16a -e depicts that the largest SAF at SF BS 02D
of a structure is highly variable with the city density and location in the city. For example, in the case of VD3S site-city model, the largest SAF at SF BS 02D of a structure is at the centre of the city and least at the edge of the city. This may be due to the constructive of the diffracted SH-waves from the edges building at the centre of city. In the case of VD13S site-city model, the obtained largest SAF in the bandwidth of fundamental mode of vibration of structure is continuously decreasing towards the centre of the city. On the other hand, in the case of VD7S site-city model, the obtained largest SAF in the bandwidth of fundamental mode of vibration of structure is decreasing up to a distance of 150 m and thereafter there is an increase at the centre of the city. However, a reduction in SAF and Fig. 14 a-d The considered VD3S, VD5S, VD7S and VD13S site-city models with a constant span of city but with a variable city density splitting of the spectral bandwidth of the fundamental mode with the increase of city density can be inferred. The left panel of Fig. 16f depicts that there are no considerable effects of increase of city density on the frequency bandwidth corresponding to the fundamental frequency and corresponding SAF in the free-field motion outside the city. However, largest SAF is much lesser than that in the absence of city. The obtained ASA in the frequency bandwidth of fundamental mode of vibration of basin as 1.86, 1.87, 1.87 and 1.87 corresponding to the VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S SCI models, respectively, reflects that there is no considerable variation in the free-field motion due to the increase of city density, except largest SAF. 
SV-wave response
A comparison of the spectral amplifications of the SV-wave at the top of the structure situated at the centre C0 (x = 0 m) of VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S SCI models is shown in the right panel of Fig. 16a . Figure 16a clearly reveals an increase in potential of reducing the SAF and to split the spectral bandwidth of fundamental mode of vibration of structure with the increase in city density. For example, the frequency and SAF corresponding to the first spectral ratio peak are 0.81 Hz, 0.76 Hz, 0.73 Hz and 0.68 Hz and 54.82, 32.40, 29.35 and 25.45 in the VD3S, VD5S, VD9S and VD13S SCI models, respectively (Table 7) . Furthermore, the value of spectral ratio trough in the spectral bandwidth of SVF BS 02D
is also decreasing with the increase in city density. Almost negligible effect of city density on the spectral amplifications at first and higher resonance modes can be inferred. A comparison of left and right panels of Fig. 16a , e reflects that the observed increase in SAF at SHF BS 02D
at the top of structure situated in the centre of city is not observed at SVF BS 02D
in the case of SV-wave response of VD3D site-city model. The SCI effects on the reduction in SAF and splitting of the spectral bandwidth of the fundamental mode with the increase of city density can be inferred in all the cases, and these effects are increasing towards the centre of the city. The right panel of Fig. 16f depicts that there are no considerable effects of increase in city density on the frequency bandwidth corresponding to the fundamental frequency and corresponding SAF in the free-field motion outside the city. However, largest SAF is much lesser than that in the absence of city, as was observed in the case of SH-wave responses. A comparison of Figs. 13 and 16 reveals that the number of spectral ratio ups and downs is more and does not occur at a well-defined frequency in the case of SV-wave responses of the structures as compared to the SH-wave.
Discussion
The analysis of SH-wave and SV-wave responses of the 2D rectangular basin models with a large shape ratio (parameters and shape ratio as that of structures) revealed that there is an excellent correlation between the numerically computed fundamental frequency of basin for the SH-wave ( SHF B 02D
) and the SV-wave (SVF
B 02D
) with the same computed using the respective empirical relations given by Bard and Bouchon (1985) . Further, due to the lack of an empirical relation to predict the 2D fundamental frequency of structures for the SH-wave ( SHF S 02D
) and the SV-wave SVF S 02D , the above-mentioned excellent correlation gives a certificate to the accuracy of the computed F S 02D of the structures. This certificate gets further support since the seismic parameters and the range of shape ratio of the structures are same as that of the analysed basins. It is interesting to note that SHF S 02D of the stand-alone structure on the rock and the SAF at SHF S 02D
is not affected by the shape ratio of the structure. On the other hand, there is a drastic increase in reduction of SVF S 02D of the stand-alone structure on the rock for SV-wave with an increase in shape ratio of the structure as compared to F S 01D of structure with the shape ratio. For example, 19% reduction in SVF S 02D of structure as compared to SVF S 01D was obtained when shape ratio was 0.47. A splitting of bandwidth of fundamental mode of vibration of structure as well as very large reduction in SAF at F
BS 02D
(reduced to around 40% as compared to standalone structure in basin) is obtained due to the SCI effects on the response of structure under double resonance condition in both the cases of SH-and SV-waves. Further, the splitting and reduction in SAF at F
increase with an increase in city density and number of structures with a constant city density. Furthermore, the obtained trough in the bandwidth of fundamental mode of vibration of structure reflects that under special condition there may be unexpected response of the structure, means no damage even at double resonance condition. Kitada et al. (1999) also reported that SCI effects can considerably change the dynamic response of structures of a city, particularly the splitting or shifting of the fundamental mode frequency as compared to that of a stand-alone structure in basin. Bard et al. (2008) also confirmed the splitting of bandwidth of fundamental mode of vibration of a stand-alone structure in basin based on centrifuge tests and numerical modelling (Gueguen 2008; Laurenzano et al. 2010; Gueguen and Colombi 2016) . The inferred splitting and associated vary large reduction in SAF at the fundamental frequency raise the question concerning the validity of ground-motion prediction using soil-structure interaction for the design of structures in an urban environment.
Conclusions
The analysis of simulated responses of rectangular basin and building block models situated on rock revealed an increase in fundamental frequency of basin ( F
B 02D
) with an increase in shape ratio for both the SH-and SV-waves (Bard and Bouchon 1985) . Further, this increase in F B 02D of basin with shape ratio was larger in the case of SV-wave. In contrast to this, a drastic decrease in fundamental frequency of structure for the SV-wave ( SVF S 02D
) with an increase in shape ratio was obtained. However, the fundamental frequency of structure for the SH-wave ( SHF S 02D ) was almost unaffected by the shape ratio and is more or less equal to the SHF S 01D
. The SAF at fundamental frequency was larger in the case of SV-wave in both the basin and stand-alone structure on rock as compared to that in the case of SH-wave. In case of a stand-alone structure in basin, a considerable reduction in the value of F
BS 02D
and only minor reduction in the value of SVF BS 02D were observed. Further, the SAF at SV F BS 02D (69.3) was larger than that at SHF BS 02D (42.2) at the top of a stand-alone structure in 1D basin under double resonance condition.
A splitting of the bandwidth of fundamental mode of vibration of structure and a drastic decrease in SAF at F
was obtained due to the SCI effects under double resonance condition. An increase in these effects with an increase of city density and the increase in structures in a city with a constant city density were obtained for both the cases of S-wave polarizations. These findings corroborate with the findings of Kitada et al. (1999) , Bard et al. (2008) and Gueguen and Colombi (2016) and raise the question concerning the validity of ground-motion prediction using soil-structure interaction approach for the design of structures in an urban environment. The decrease in SAF at F
of structure due to the SCI effect was larger in the case of SV-wave (reduced to 39%) as compared to the SH-wave (reduced to 50%). Further, the obtained spectral ratio trough (SAF reduced up to 10%) in the bandwidth of fundamental frequency reflects that a particular structure may be surprisingly safe during an earthquake even under double resonance condition. The observed SCI effects were largest at the centre of the city and least at the outermost structure. Even at the outermost structure of the city, the SAF was lesser than that obtained in case of standalone structure in basin under double resonance condition. A considerable SCI effects on the free-field motion were observed in both the SH-and SV-wave responses.
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